
V8 What were the best thing(s) about this teacher's teaching? 

Although course policy is very strict, still many handouts which provide much comprehensive notes 
via Gmail! 

Clear and crisp explanations were given. Lecture notes were noted clearly between what was to be 
examined and what was additional. Provided supplementary handouts (summaries) along with small 
refreshers or reviews before every lecture (which is awesome). Taught concepts in a digestible manor, 
teaching us the "story" behind the concept. Handled lecture timing excellently. He was never late and 
almost always finished right on time. 

Explain in detail 

Funny 

Having a good notes of each topics 

Having interactions, giving supplementary notes 

Having revision all the times 

He is funny 

He is nice 

He is patient and helpful. 

He is very cute. Many sources are given. 

He teaches very well 

Interactive 

Multiple choices 

Tried to make it fun, friendly 

Not stick too much on ppt, using his clear explanation instead 

Easy and clear approach. 

1 assignment per week is really important for foundation‐laying. Fantastic. 

Exposing students to probability and statistics by providing them with interesting examples 
such that their understanding 

Towards these concepts can be strengthened 

Handsome 

He interacted with students to know our condition on learning the materials. 

He is a very cute and responsible teacher. His teaching is easy and vivid to understand. 

He uses a lot of examples to explain the concepts 

His explanations were understandable and effective. 

Humorous and patient 

Method of teaching. 

Provide lecture notes 

Regular homework 

Well prepared and nice. 

Standard normal distribution 

The teacher is quite good at conveying messages from the lecture content. He is quite helpful 
when I need help and have doubts. 
 

 



V9 What thing(s) about this teacher's teaching could be improved? 

Can be more handsome 

Don't just read the slides or prepared handouts 

He should teach a the concepts a bit slower 

More concise notes (slideshows) 

N/A 

N/A 

No 

No idea. 

Nothing 

Some concept not explain well 

Sometimes the lecture is bit in rush that some of the content is more difficult to understand 
but not much time is spent on the specific topic 

Can provide more application or examples and teach students how to tackle them 

Powerpoint can be better 

Have more supplementary exercises 

He can speak slower 

Dun walk around please and don't watch my phone please 

Makes things complicated, goes too fast 

N/A 

Nil 

 

 


